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TOPIC NAME- Industrial applications (Batch mixing system) 

 

Batch mixing system:-  

This is another commonly applied application of PLC where two liquids are mixed in 

required proportion to form a batch .Rate of the flow is already fixed. We only control the 

time of the flow. Level of the liquids in the tank are sensed by the level sensor switches  

 

Objective:-  

We try a simple blending of water and acid in a container where we only have three level 

sensors(L1,L2, and L3) and two liquids flowing in through two solenoid valves, solenoid 

a(water control) and solenoid b(acid control)and draining out through solenoid c(blend 

outflow).The batch is to be controlled by timer. After required level of blend is sensed (by 

L1)the mixer runs for 3 mins. by the motor. They are mixed in ratio of 3:2. The process 

initiates with the drain valve open, water and acid valves closed, mixer motor is off, and the 

tank is empty.  

 

  



 
 

Observation:- 

 When start button is pressed water is filled upto L2 and it ends as L2 is closed. First of all as 

start is pressed output O:0/15 turns ON and remains ON until tank is emptied. Rung 2 closes 

normally open drain valve, before timer T:4 activates. Rung 3 energises solenoid a until L2 

doesn’t signal, once it signals solenoid a gets de-energised.Then motor is turned ON and mix 

it for 3 mins. Similarly acid is filled upto L3 by solenoid b.as level gets detected by L3 

solenoid b de-energises .And then mixer gets started and it runs for 3 minutes. After time 

delay of 3 mins solenoid c opens and the blend gets drained out .Once the blend gets out 

completely ,the process cycle restarts. The ladder diagram was successfully checked in the 

PLC simulator and all the prescribed conditions were observed completely. 


